
What is Widra®?
Widra® corner-beads are steel-wire products 
for inside and outside rendering. They are used 
to form straight corners when plastering.

Widra® is manufactured from heavily galvanized 
steel wire for excellent corrosion resistance.

Stainless steel Widra® corner beads should 
be applied for industrial environment and for 
the use of silicate, synthetic and silikon resin 
plasters.

Why use  Widra®?
Widra® allows quick and accurate finishing at 
corners. For the fixing of Widra® are no fixing 
batons required. Widra® corner beads can be 
embedded in gypsum plaster, lime cement or 
cement-mortar. Special types are usable for 
modified plasters.

Widra® provides strong reinforcement for
exposed corners. Widra® open steel wire
construction allows render/mortar to fully key 
behind the beads to avoid cavities.

Where to use Widra®?
Internal plastering: 
Gypsum plaster, lime-mortar, clay plaster: 
Widra® IP

External rendering: 
Lime-cement mortar, cement mortar:
Widra® AP-types with or without PVC-nose

Modified silicate, synthetic and silikon resin 
plasters: Widra® APE/APP

All Bekaert company names are trademarks owned by NV 
Bekaert SA Zwevegem - Belgium. Modifications reserved.
All details describe our products in general form only. For detailed 
information, product specifications available on request.
© 2009 Bekaert
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DATA SHEET Widra®

TechNicAL dATA

PackagingWires
Length/
Element

ø ( mm)
Zinc

min. ( gr/m2) Pcs/box m/box Box/palet

1,40

AP 2,95 1,40 200 40 118 40

APA 2,95 1,40 200 40 118 40

APS 2,95 1,40 200 40 118 40

APE 2,95 1,40 - 40 118 20

APR 2,95 40 118 20

APB 2,95 200 40 118 20

APP 2,95 200 +
polyester 40 118 40

APK 2,95 1,40
+ PVc-nose 200 25 73,75 30

APBK 2,95 1,40
+ PVc-nose 200 25 73,75 30

APAK 2,95 1,40
+ PVc-nose 200 25 73,75 30

APHK 2,95 1,40
+ PVc-nose 200 20 59 20

IP 2,95
2,50 3,00 200 40

40
100
118

48
48

IPE 2,95 2,00 - 40 118 24

QuALiTy

ISO 9001

ISO 9001

BUREAU VERITAS
Certification

Bekaert is close to the market. Bekaert seeks conformance to every 
necessary, national or international product quality standard. Widra is 
certified according to: - iSO 9001

- eN 13658 - 1
- eN 13658 - 2
- ceNiTc 241

Please follow the application guidelines of europrofiles, which can be 
downloaded at: www.europrofiles.com

For more information: www.bekaert.com/building
infobuilding@bekaert.com

PAckAGiNG

KEEP DRy WROngit’s recommended to stack up the bundles horizontally. RIgHT

STOrAGe

EUROPROFILES
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1,40



PrOFiLeS FOr iNTerNAL PLASTeriNG

Bekaert will advise on the most suitable Widra® type for your
application. Ask for our recommandations on type, amount
and placing at:

www.bekaert.com/building
infobuilding@bekaert.com

PrOFiLeS FOr reNderiNG eXTerNAL WALLS

Different types of Widra®

Widra® APA:
corner beads for window and door 
openings in ouside walls.

Widra® AP:
corner bead for reinforcing external 
corners prior to rendering. Makes sure a 
perfect, quick and straight-line rendering.

Widra® APBK:
corner bead with PVc-nose to build with 
arched constructions.

Widra® APK:
corner beads for reinforcing external 
corners
prior to rendering. To PVc nose provides 
improved visual appearance.

Widra® APP:
The galvanized and polyester coated 
corner bead for a better protection against 
corrosion.

Widra® APB:
The corner bead which assures perfectly 
shaped arched constructions.

Widra® APHK:
Soccle bead for rendering outside walls.

Widra® APAK:
Asymmetric corner bead with PVc-nose
appropriate for outside wall applications
around doors and windows.

Widra® APR:
The corner bead to form perfectly finished 
round corners.

Widra® APS/APE:
corner beads which ensure that even 
renders with coarser aggregates can fully 
“key” behind the bead wires. Stainless 
steel beads are available for harsh industrial 
environments and for the use of silicate, 
synthetic and silikon resin plasters. 
Available: galvanized (APS)
   stainless steel (APe)

Widra® IP/IPE:
corner beads for reinforcing internal 
corners prior to plastering. The beads 
have a high integral strength but are 
sufficiently flexible to be formed to meet 
most normal design profiles.
Available: Galvanized (iP)
 Stainless steel (iPe)


